
Mikado (Pick Up Sticks)
Age 4+      2+ Players

Mikado sticks and points (41 sticks - total 170 points)
1 black (Mikado) – 20 points
5 blue (Mandarin) – 10 points
5 yellow (Bonzen) – 5 points
15 green (Samurai) – 3 points
15 red (Kuli) – 2 points

Rules:
One player holds the sticks vertically in a bundle in his hand with the points touching the table 
surface, then lets go so that the sticks fall in a jumble. If the sticks don’t fall in a messy pile or if 
any fall off of the surface, collect and release them again.

The player to the left starts by picking up any stick with his fingers, making sure not to move any 
of the other sticks. Play then continues to the next player to the left.

If any other sticks move while the player is removing the chosen stick, he must immediately 
drop the chosen stick and play continues to the next player. Once the player has successfully 
picked up one stick, he may use it to help pick up other sticks in future turns.

Play continues until all the sticks have been picked up. Add up the points for each type of stick 
picked up. The player with the most points wins and starts the next game.

Variations:
• A player’s turn continues as long as he is able to pick up sticks without moving any others.
• Only the black Mikado stick may be used to help pick up the other sticks.
• Players may use other sticks to help pick up the other sticks only once he has picked up at least 
one of each color (except the black Mikado).
• The remaining sticks are re-bundled and re-released each time play passes to the next player.
• The sticks are released by the player to the left of the current player to avoid a purposeful 
release.
• If a player picks up a sequence of sticks in the order Kuli, Samurai, Bonzen, Mandarin (red, 
green, yellow, blue), his points in that turn are doubled.
• The player with the highest score at the end of five rounds is the winner.

This game was made from a tutorial by 
Cucicucicoo: Eco Sewing and Crafting.

If you’d like to make your own Mikado set, please see 
www.cucicucicoo.com/2016/11/

homemade-pick-up-sticks-mikado/


